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Many people are excited by functional neuroimaging as a

new tool for cognitive science; many others are sceptical.

In this opinion article, I describe a ‘forward inference’ that

one can make from patterns of brain activity to distinguish

between cognitive theories. I give an example of forward

inferences in research onrecognition memory, and outline

some statistical criteria for a ‘qualitative difference’ in

brain activity. Forward inferences resemble the dis-

sociation logic long-used in behavioural studies of healthy

and brain-damaged people, although I argue that dis-

sociations in neuroimaging data can go beyond beha-

vioural dissociations. Nonetheless, forward inferences are

only as good as the cognitive theories to which they

pertain, and are most valuable in conjunction with other

types of inference.
Introduction

The past decade has seen an explosion of research papers
and newspaper articles involving the technique of
functional neuroimaging, most notably functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). This technique can
provide a coarse measure of activity at different locations
within the human brain while people are performing
various cognitive tasks. This explosion of interest has
also attracted much criticism [1–3], particularly from those
psychologists and cognitive scientists who maintain that
the mind can be studied independently of the brain. I, like
many others, believe that knowledge about the brain does
constrain our understanding of the mind, and that
functional neuroimaging can inform us about human
cognition. However, I am also wary, like others, of
many of the assumptions and inferences made with
functional neuroimaging.

In a companion paper in this issue [4], Poldrack
formalizes the use of ‘reverse inference’ in functional
neuroimaging. I would like to describe a complementary
type of inference, which might be called a ‘forward
inference’. Whereas the reverse inference is a (probabil-
istic) assignment of a cognitive process to activation of a
specific brain region [4], forward inference refers to the
use of qualitatively different patterns of activity over
the brain to distinguish between competing cognitive
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theories. More precisely, if one can design experimental
conditions that differ in the presence of a cognitive process
according to one theory, but not according to another, then
the observation of distinct patterns of brain activity
associated with those conditions constitutes evidence in
favour of the first theory.

Example of forward inference in recognition memory

This type of forward inference is perhaps best illustrated
with an example. There has been much debate between so-
called ‘single-process’ versus ‘dual-process’ theories of
recognition memory, for which extant behavioural data
would seem inconclusive (see Box 1). Given that
behavioural data are likely to reflect the amalgamation
of multiple cognitive processes, neuroimaging data might
be more revealing of such processes. For example,
multiple brain regions are likely to contribute different
types of information during memory retrieval, even
though the different types of information need to be
collapsed (via some decision process) into a single,
categorical behavioural response when making a recog-
nition memory judgment. Henson et al. [5] used fMRI to
compare brain activity for items that subjects said they
‘remembered’ with that for items that subjects said they
just ‘knew’ (Box 1). According to single-process models,
such ‘Remember’ and ‘Know’ judgments differ only in the
strength of memory for an item [6] (Figure 1a). According
to dual-process models however, the two judgments differ
in the relative contributions of two distinct forms of
memory (e.g. recollection and familiarity [7]). Henson
et al. found that a region in posterior cingulate (among
other regions) was more active for Remember than Know
judgments, whereas a region in right lateral frontal cortex
was more active for Know than Remember judgments
(Figure 2a). Although not reported in that paper, there
was a significant interaction between the two regions and
the two types of judgment. Moreover, both regions were
active for either Remember or Know judgments relative
to the ‘baseline’ of New judgments to unstudied words.
These findings fulfil the criteria for a ‘qualitative’
difference in brain activity (assuming equivalent neural–
haemodynamic mappings in the two regions; see Box 2).

This observation of a qualitative, rather than simply
quantitative, difference in brain activity for Remember
versus Know judgments would appear to favour dual-
process over single-process models of recognition memory,
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Box 1. Theories of recognition memory

Cognitive psychologists have long argued whether the behavioural

data from recognition memory tasks entail the existence of two types

of memory process. In such tasks, subjects study a series of items, and

then at some later point in time, are presented with another series of

items and asked to distinguish the studied (‘old’) items from randomly

intermixed unstudied (‘new’) items. According to single-process

theories, studied and unstudied items can be represented as

overlapping distributions along a single continuum of ‘memory

strength’, upon which subjects impose a response criterion to make

a binary old/new decision (an example of ‘signal-detection theory’

[20]). According to dual-process theories however, an ‘old’ decision

can be based on two distinct types of process, such as ‘recollection’

and ‘familiarity’ [7].

One influential variant of the recognition memory task is to ask

subjects to indicate their phenomenological experience accompany-

ing ‘old’ decisions [21]. They are asked to respond ‘Remember’ when

they remember a detail about the specific episode when an item was

presented at study (e.g. what occurred before or after it), or ‘Know’

when the item seems familiar but they cannot remember any specific

detail. Several experimental variables have been shown to dissociate

Remember and Know judgments [22,23], prima facie supporting dual-

process models. However, other theorists have pointed out that these

dissociations (together with other associations) can also be explained

simply by two different response criteria within a signal-detection

model [6,24] (see Figure 1a in main text).

The debate between single- and dual-process theories of recog-

nition memory extends to other types of behavioural data, such as the

precise form of Receiver–Operator Curves, but these data also appear

to be indeterminate (e.g. dual-process models versus unequal-

variance signal-detection models) [25]. The present argument is that,

whereas single-process models might predict a ‘quantitative’ differ-

ence in brain activity between conditions differing in memory

performance, they are inconsistent with a ‘qualitative’ difference in

brain activity (as defined in Box 2). Such a qualitative difference

therefore favours dual-process theories.

Two studies are described in the main text that illustrate the nature

of a forward inference, and its theory-dependence. These two studies

do not resolve the debate between single- and dual-process theories.

Nonetheless, further neuroimaging studies have revealed a region in

anterior medial temporal cortex that seems to track familiarity

independent of recollection and independent of decision processes

[26], and several other studies have reported patterns of brain activity

that generally appear to favour dual-process relative to single-process

models of recognition memory [27–30].
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and hence constitutes a forward inference. This form of
inference is hardly new; it resembles the ‘dissociation
logic’ that has been used for many years in cognitive
psychology, and in particular, cognitive neuropsychology
[8]. The neuroimaging data are simply being treated as an
additional dependent variable with which to find
functional dissociations (cf. reaction times or accuracy).
Assumptions underlying neuroimaging inferences

One feature of forward inference is that it does not require
strong selectivity of brain regions (i.e. a high value of
P(COGXjACTZ) in Poldrack’s formalism [4]). In the
extreme case, it does not even matter which brain regions
differ in the two conditions, or even if numerous regions
differ, as long as there is a qualitative difference in the
overall pattern of brain activity (although see below). The
only assumption made is that the same cognitive process
is not supported by different brain regions during different
conditions within the same experiment. This is what I
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previously called a weak form of ‘systematicity’ in
the function–structure mapping [9], as distinct from the
‘one-to-one’ function–structure mapping that I argued was
necessary for an unambiguous (rather than probabilistic
[4]) form of reverse inference. In the present example, the
forward inference does not imply the association of right
frontal activity uniquely with familiarity and posterior
cingulate activity uniquely with recollection; this would be
a reverse inference (and depends further on the relation-
ship between Remember and Know judgments, specifi-
cally, on whether they are redundant, independent or
exclusive [10]). Having said this, forward inferences are of
course more valuable if the specific regions that comprise
the qualitative difference in brain activity are consistent
with other data: for example, those brain regions that,
when disrupted following brain damage (or transcranial
magnetic stimulation [11]), produce some form of beha-
vioural deficit under the same experimental conditions
[9,12].
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Figure 2. Results of two functional neuroimaging studies of recognition memory. (a) When contrasting old words in a recognition memory test as a function of whether they

were ‘remembered’ (R) or ‘known’ (K) [5], greater responses were found in a region of posterior cingulate for R judgments (top) and in a region of right lateral frontal cortex for

K judgments (bottom). The ‘blobs’ on the brains represent voxels surviving an a priori statistical threshold when tested across a sample of 11 healthy volunteers, after

warping their brains to the same stereotactic space. The brain shown is an approximate rendering of a canonical brain in that space. The graphs beside each brain show the

estimated fMRI response for R, K and N (correctly rejected new word) judgments from the maximum within the circled regions; the units and zero-value are arbitrary. (b)

When contrasting words as a function of their correct judgment as ‘old’ or ‘new’ (O/N) and the confidence of that judgment as high or low (H/L), a region in posterior cingulate

showed greatest responses for high-confidence old judgments (HO) (top), whereas a region in right lateral frontal cortex showed greatest fMRI responses for low-confidence

judgments (bottom) [14]. For both (a) and (b), the different pattern of responses across the conditions for the two regions constitute a qualitative difference in brain activity,

implying that the conditions differ in the presence of a cognitive process (i.e. the conditions engage at least two distinct processes).

Box 2. Qualitative differences in brain activity

The argument concerning forward inference discussed in this article

hinges on what is meant by a ‘qualitative difference’ in brain activity.

Most analyses of neuroimaging data perform separate statistical tests

for each element (voxel) within the brain image; the so-called ‘mass

univariate’ approach. The results of these tests can be used to

construct a Statistical Parametric Map (SPM) of the reliability of

activity over the brain. These maps can be thresholded to show the

‘significant’ activations, often using sophisticated methods for

correcting for the multiple statistical comparisons entailed [31]. This

mass univariate approach is understandable, given an emphasis on

‘localization’ of cognitive processes. However, an observation of

different suprathreshold activations when comparing two experimen-

tal conditions against a baseline is not sufficient for a forward

inference. This is simply because the failure of voxels to survive a

threshold does not imply that those voxels were not truly activated

(the ‘null result’ problem in classical statistics; see Figure Ia, following

page). The same problem arises when the two conditions are

compared directly: finding that some, but not all, brain regions

express significant differences might reflect only a quantitative

difference in activity between the two conditions in the presence of

noise levels that vary across voxels.

To claim a qualitative difference, I would argue that a minimal

requirement is a significant interaction between experimental con-

ditions and brain regions [6]. A significant interaction is evidence that

the regions are differentially activated by the conditions. Such an

interaction is not sufficient however. Even a ‘crossover’ interaction in

which Region 1 is more active for Condition 1 than Condition 2, but

Region 2 is more active for Condition 2 than Condition 1, could reflect a

single cognitive process, engagement of which increases activity in

Region 1 but decreases activity in Region 2 (Figure Ib). This might

arise, for example, if the two regions were reciprocally interconnected.

A further criterion therefore is that the regions are both significantly

activated (or both deactivated) in at least one of the conditions relative

to a third, baseline condition. This rules out the trivial case where one

region is not differentially activated by any condition (e.g. voxels in a

ventricle, which cannot contain neural activity), which might

nonetheless furnish a reliable interaction when tested against a region

that is (Figure Ic). More importantly, the criterion that the regions must

be activated (or deactivated) in the same direction in at least one of the

conditions, relative to the baseline condition, overcomes the problem

of reciprocal connections between brain regions mentioned above: if

the activity in Regions 1 and 2 changes in the same way for Conditions

1 and/or 2 relative to the baseline condition, then they cannot be

reciprocally connected.

The patterns in Figures Id and e would therefore satisfy the above

criteria. Nonetheless, there is an additional criterion that one might

want to apply for haemodynamic measures like fMRI: given that the

mapping from neural activity to haemodynamic activity can vary

across brain regions, some Region-by-Condition interactions could

arise simply because of different gains in this neural–haemodynamic

coupling (often called ‘multiplicative’ or ‘range effects’ in behavioural

data). This possibility is ruled out by the finding of a crossover

interaction between regions and conditions (Figure If). In this final

example, the combined criteria of a positive correlation across regions

in one comparison (between conditions of interest and the baseline

condition) and a negative correlation in another comparison (between

the two conditions of interest) correspond to the ‘reversed association’

promoted for behavioural data [32].

Few neuroimaging studies to date report tests sufficient to meet

these criteria for a ‘qualitative difference’. Indeed, generalization of

these criteria to multiple voxels and multiple conditions is likely to

require further methodological developments. Note also that the

above criteria are couched in classical statistics (rather than the

Bayesian approach adopted by Poldrack [4]). Hence they still require

control of false positives, in that the thresholds (‘p-values’) for

rejecting the null hypothesis in each case must take into account

how the regions were selected, for example, from searching multiple

voxels, particularly when using a correlated rather than orthogonal

comparison (an issue for the present examples). Moreover, the

present criteria are probably not perfect, and are not meant to be

proscriptive; the intention is simply to encourage consideration of the

statistical issues pertinent to forward inferences.
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Region R1 Region R2 Region R1 Region R2 Region R1 Region R2

Region R1 Region R2 Region R1 Region R2 Region R1 Region R2

C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2

C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2

C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2

C0 C1 C2 C0 C1 C2

Figure I (Box 2). Schematics of six possible fMRI responses across three conditions (C0,C1,C2) within two regions (R1,R2) to illustrate the notion of a ‘qualitative difference’

in brain activity. C1 and C2 are conditions of interest, C0 is some form of baseline. The y-axis represents level of fMRI activity. (a) shows a situation where C1 is reliably

greater than C0 in Region R1 but not in R2, whereas C2 is reliably greater than C0 in Region R2 but not in R1; a common result when thresholding statistical tests performed

independently for each voxel. The pattern of reliability is reflected in the different error bars, which represent the estimation error in the contrast of C1 and C2 relative to C0:

large error bars are the cause of ‘null results’ for C2–C0 in R1 and C1–C0 in R2. (b) shows a reliable interaction between conditions C1 and C2 and regions R1 and R2 (indicated

by the asterix), which overcomes the problem of null results. However, the inverse pattern across conditions C0 to C2 for the two regions could reflect a quantitative

difference across the conditions in a single cognitive process, which happens to activate R1 but deactivate R2. (c) shows another reliable interaction, but in this case R2 is

not differentially activated by any of the conditions, preventing a clear interpretation. These three panels therefore do not constitute qualitative differences. (d) and (e) do

constitute qualitative differences: both regions are differentially activated by at least one of the conditions, and show a crossover interaction with C1 and C2 (d), or a non-

crossover interaction (e). Nonetheless, the patterns in (d) and (e) rely on equivalent mappings from neural to haemodynamic activity in regions R1 and R2 (otherwise

differences in the shape of this mapping could cause the haemodynamic differences despite no qualitative differences in neural activity). (f) shows a crossover interaction

between C1/C2 and R1/R2, plus a difference between C1/C2 compared with C0 that is in the same direction (Cve) for R1 and R2. This pattern of association plus dissociation

overcomes any differences in the neural–haemodynamic mapping in the two regions (assuming only that the mapping is monotonic in both).
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Revisiting forward inferences in recognition memory

Another important feature of forward inferences is that
they are always theory-dependent. In other words, a third
theory can be created that interprets the qualitatively
different pattern of activity in a different way from the
original theories tested. To take the above example of
Remember/Know judgments, a single-process memory
theorist might argue that Remember and Know judg-
ments are based on the same, single dimension of memory
strength, but nonetheless differ in other, non-mnemonic
ways. Indeed, we wondered whether the right frontal
activation for Know relative to Remember judgments had
more to do with decision processes, rather than reflecting
memory strength per se. For example, when an item seems
familiar, but details of its previous occurrence are not
remembered, subjects might engage in greater checking or
‘monitoring’ of retrieved information [13]. To test this, we
conducted a further neuroimaging experiment [14], in
which subjects indicated the confidence of their old/new
decision (‘high confidence new’, ‘low confidence new’, ‘low
confidence old’, or ‘high confidence old’). If right frontal
activity reflects memory strength, it should vary mono-
tonically across these confidence ratings (Figure 1b).
Alternatively, if it reflects decision processes, it should
be greatest for low- relative to high-confidence judgments,
regardless of old/new status (i.e. greatest when memory
www.sciencedirect.com
strength, according to a single-process model, is close to
the old/new response criterion; Figure 1c).

Our data supported the latter outcome – that right
lateral frontal activity reflects confidence of the decision,
rather than memory strength (Figure 2b). The posterior
cingulate region, on the other hand, continued to show
greatest activity for ‘high confidence old’ decisions. Thus,
the data again revealed a qualitative difference in brain
activity as a function of experimental condition, but are
now interpretable in terms of a new model in which
decisions are based on a single-continuum of memory
strength, and memory strengths close to a response
criterion entail additional cognitive processes, such as
‘monitoring’ [14], before a decision is made.
Further considerations for forward inferences

The purpose of the above two examples is to illustrate the
theory-dependence of forward inferences (as applies
equally to behavioural data from patients or healthy
controls). Indeed, one can always invent re-interpretations
of data post hoc. To be valid however, an alternative
explanation must be specified at a level that allows further
experiments to be conducted that distinguish the original
explanation from the new explanation [15,16]. For
example, further neuroimaging experiments have found
differences in brain activity associated with recollection
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Box 3. Questions for further research

† Is it a reasonable assumption that the same cognitive process

cannot activate different brain regions within different conditions of

the same experiment?

† What exactly is meant bya cognitive process (consider, for example,

the case of ‘selective attention’ in relation to the above question)?

† Are some cognitive processes invisible to current neuroimaging

techniques (even putting aside issues related to spatial resolution),

for example, by being realised by rapid changes in communication

between brain regions, without changes in the mean metabolic

activity within those regions?

† Are the criteria for a qualitative difference in brain activity (outlined

in Box 2) necessary and sufficient?

† How are the criteria for a qualitative difference generalizable to

multiple brain regions/voxels?

† Have we made any progress in cognitive theory to date using

functional neuroimaging data?
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and familiarity, even when decision processes are con-
trolled by various experimental manipulations (see Box 1).
A common abuse of this principle, however, is the objection
that the difference in brain activity arises simply because
one condition is ‘more difficult’ than another. Without an
additional specification of how ‘difficulty’ is manipulated
experimentally, this objection has little force. Although one
might equate difficulty with poorer accuracy or longer
response times, the cause of such behavioural differences is
often the cognitive process of interest itself: such oper-
ationalizations of difficulty are only useful if they can be
experimentally manipulated while holding the process of
interest constant. Thus, although one can always list
potential confounds of a specific experimental comparison,
the only ones of value are those that (i) relate to existing
theories (i.e. are theoretically-interesting potential con-
founds) and (ii) can be experimentally manipulated in a
manner orthogonal to the cognitive process of interest.

Now one might argue that if two experimental
conditions differ (and subjects are aware of this), then
there must be a difference in activity somewhere in the
brain, almost by definition. The immediate response is
that it must be a qualitative rather than simply
quantitative difference (see Box 2). But more importantly,
the main goal of experimental design is to create
conditions that differ only in the specific hypothetical
process of interest. This has been called the ‘pure
insertion’ assumption [17]; an assumption generic to
psychological experiments and not specific to function
neuroimaging [9]. So if, for example, Remember and Know
judgments differed in the specific fingers with which
subjects responded, one would design the experiment to
control for this difference (e.g. by counter-balancing finger
assignment across subjects). The aim is to contrast
conditions that differ only in the cognitive process that
distinguishes the competing theories been tested, and
hence there is no reason to always expect a qualitative
difference in brain activity.

Dissociation logic is not without its critics [18], one
criticism being that dissociations can only result in further
fractionation of cognitive processes. It is also closely tied to
the ‘modularity’ assumption that is prevalent in cognitive
science (see, for example, [8,19]), but which again has its
critics [1]. This is why I believe that associations are also
www.sciencedirect.com
necessary, as provided for example by the reverse
inference discussed by Poldrack [4]. At a minimum,
reverse inference is necessary to determine whether a
specific pattern of activity that dissociates two conditions
has been replicated in a second experiment. More
importantly, reverse inference allows us to relate cognitive
processes across different theories. Indeed, common sites
of activation across quite different experiments might
allow connections to be made between fields of theorizing
that have traditionally been distinct (what I previously
called ‘structure-to-function induction’ [9]). In other
words, the brain can provide a framework within which
to investigate associations as well as dissociations across
different experimental tasks.
Conclusions

The increased use of functional neuroimaging to address
cognitive theory has practical consequences. Given its
considerable expense for example, fMRI research imposes
financial burdens on funding bodies and universities
(although of course there are good reasons for funding
MRI scanners other than using them for making
inferences about human cognition). This is why it is
important to think carefully about the type of inferences
that can be made from functional neuroimaging data (see
also Box 3). This article has outlined one type of inference
– forward inference – and some of the associated
assumptions and caveats (mostly shared with conven-
tional dissociation logic). Other inferences, such as reverse
inference [4], make related, but different and sometimes
stronger assumptions [9]. However, only by making these
caveats and assumptions explicit, and criticizing them,
will we be able to assess the real value of functional
neuroimaging for cognitive science.
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